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[16] Kruskal, C. P., Rudolph, L., and Snir, M. The fourth region is fully parallel with providing the fastest algorithm possible, with multiple processors per voxel, but compositing dominates so run time is , determined by the number of sample points along a ray. Storage is for all ranges , and communication is the same order as the computation.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented an EREW PRAM algorithm for volume rendering, and demonstrated its efficiency on a parallel machine. Our general reconstruction filter approach provides for time/quality tradeoffs not possible in previous data parallel approaches for improved parallel volume rendering. We believe our algorithm can be ported to nearly all massively parallel general purpose computers. To support this we have ported the algorithm to our UW-Proteus Supercomputer, and demonstrated a speedup of 22 on 32 processors [38] . This fact, and the ability to change combining rules (com-
. A fully parallel compositing approach was developed in parallel by Ma et al.
[20].
FIGURE 12
Halving of Frames During Parallel Product for Compositing 
Proof:
by Lemma 2 can be combined through any associativity. Assign two sample points to each processor, composite, and the number of points is halved. Continue this process of halving the number of sample points until the final ray intensity is calculated.
Complexity Analysis
We now derive the communication, storage, and run time complexity for permutation warping for data parallel volume rendering. We show that volume rendering is a member of Nick's class, or is ideally parallelizeable. First, some definitions:
Definition 1: Nick's Class (NC) is the class of computable and efficiently parallelized algorithms, defined as parallel algorithms that use a polynomial number of processors, , and take polylogarithmic time, [9] , where the input size is and variables and are constants. on the PRAM for processors.
Definition 4: Optimal space complexity. on the order of the input size.
Definition 5: Optimal efficiency. Work efficiency, or time for the parallel algorithm times the number of processors equals the time for the fastest sequential algorithm.
Next we introduce Lemma 1, Theorem 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 2 to prove that our algorithm has the properties of definitions 1 through 5, in Theorem 3.
Lemma 1: Arbitrary translation and rounding is one-to-one. 
For a scalability analysis, a more general implementation which works on any size volumes, and doesn't have the register optimization was used . TABLE VII and TABLE VIII give speedup and timings in seconds for 16k processor MP-1, 1k processor MP-1, and 4k processor MP-2. TABLE VII shows the speedup of the 16k processor machine over the 1k processor machine, which ideally would be 16 because of the additional processing power. Scalability studies using fewer processors than are available are not instructive, and we are limited in the MasPar between a 1k and 16k processor machines available. The table shows that without much virtualization, in 32 3 volumes, the speedup is about 10. With larger volumes the virtualization compensates for overheads in the memory and the network, and the speedup approaches 16. As discussed in our previous work [35] , the permutation warping is used only for the trilinear interpolation, or first order hold, and the near neighbor reconstruction, or zero order hold, is done using general com- congestion if a processor is available for every sample point. Using the rotation speed of 0, 0, 0 degrees in TABLE IV as zero congestion the congestion is 19% to 29% of the run time for permutation warping, foh. The congestion is 40% to 43% for the backwards algorithm, or zoh, that is not using the permutation assignment. The router start-up penalty and/or the rule overhead account for the rest of the difference. The effectiveness of direct warps lies in the performance filter tunability. The zero order hold takes from 73% (32 3 volumes) to 146% (256 3 volumes) less time than the first order hold, and can be used for interactive performance in viewing the larger volumes.
The trilinear interpolation, or first order hold, has comparable performance to the multipass warps but is more accurate as we discussed in Section 4.0.
Our optimized implementation on the MasPar allows rendering with changing viewpoints of 130 frames/second for 32 3 volumes to 32 2 images and 75 frames/second for higher quality tri- The over operator can be done similarly using the Scan operator to create the proper transparency at each processor, and then doing a parallel addition by ScanAdd.
We present two sets of run time measurements, optimized timings on the 16k machine and non-optimized timings on the 1k and 16k MP-1 and 4k MP-2. We examine the effect of volume size, machine size, and view angle on the run time. The comparisons done with other algorithms use an optimized version of the program which uses power of two volume sizes, and explicit register use in the MasPar MPL code. Measurements given are the average of multiple runs at each angle. FIGURE 9 shows the run times to render a 128 3 byte volume to a 128 2 image versus resampling angle. The zero order hold is most efficiently calculated without using permutation warping, as we showed in [35] . TABLE IV shows FIGURE 9's run times for some of the angles. The rotation only times are given in FIGURE 9 and approaches are repeated linear interpolations, the percent resolution error for the multipass warp may be up to 132%, and the percent interpolation error is 11.1% compared to 44% and 3.7% for a direct warp (approach as in Pratt [26] ). Exact characterization of the multipass warp filtering error is difficult because of repeated aliasing which causes the transfer function to be highly nonlinear.
FIGURE 16 shows the noise inherent in the MR angiography data, shown by the intensities scattered throughout the volume. FIGURE 17 shows the 256x256x32 data rendered at 512 2 zooming (x8) in on the bifurcation of FIGURE 16. Fast traversal is possible with the zoh of FIGURE 17
(left) and a more accurate trilinear filter is used to render FIGURE 17 (right). The filter difference on these medical images is readily apparent. Our implementation in MPL, a C like parallel language, uses the slice and dice virtualization discussed in Section 3.0. Only volumes with equal sides were used for the study, but this is not a limitation of the algorithm. The neighboring processors do not need to be accessed in the resampling step because of a one voxel overlap of volume storage on each processor. The overlap allows a random access to replace a costly case decision in the SIMD language. The storage overlapping does not restrict the size of volumes that can be processed in practice, because dynamic memory allocation has a small overhead and a request of memory will use a block.
Therefore a request will use the same space as well as long as is much less than . We take advantage of the MasPar instruction ScanMax. Once each processor composites its subcube, ScanMax composites across z in segments to complete each parallel product in one instruction.
Maximum Error in Reconstruction of Sphere
The mean error varies little with different view angles. The maximum error does vary with view angle, with the largest errors resulting when view rays nearly glance off of the cube, or when the rotation angle is greater for the sphere. FIGURE 15 reveals that rays passing near the edge of the cube and sphere have more error for the multipass approach, that the multipass approach has the greatest error in the cube resampling, and that error is evenly spaced across the rays for the trilinear reconstruction.
The trilinear is clearly better than shearing, but the zero order hold is the same as the trilinear for the cube and worse than trilinear and shearing for the sphere. By assuming the resampling 
FIGURE 7
Maximum Error in Reconstruction of Cube Cube shearing max Cube zoh max Cube trilinear max differencing each sample point for a rotated viewpoint with an analytically defined cube or sphere. Absolute error values were summed on each view ray. We compare three filters: a zero order hold (zoh), a first order hold (trilinear), and a multipass filter using linear interpolation. The rotation matrix and a translation matrix are given in (EQ 11) and (EQ 12), and the transpose of (EQ 11) is composed with the translations for calculating the inverse with the minimum number of calculations. The algorithm is the same as that in FIGURE 3, except now processors have more points to iterate over, points each. In step 1, 2, and 3 a for loop is added to compute points, and during compositing the screen space assigned to each processor shrinks after each parallel product 
(EQ 7)
This transformation is decomposed into pure shears. (EQ 8) gives a decomposition of , or rotation about by , into pure shear matrices. Rotation about and are done likewise with the 2D decomposition developed in (EQ 2), and 9 matrices result.This is how the solution was derived prior to our derivation of the 5 pass given in (EQ 5).
(EQ 8)
After each shear operation the point coordinate being operated upon is rounded to an integer coordinate maintaining the one-to-one assignment. The operation for the right most matrix in (EQ 8) results in . Because only one coordinate is affected, and no scaling is used, rounding chooses a unique coordinate.
The inverse used in determining the reconstruction point is numerically stable. In fact equiareal transformations are by definition invertible. For arbitrary centered rotation the transform is a product of translation matrices, , and the rotation matrix, . We rotate about the point and center the rotation in the output about . The aggregate transformation given in (EQ 9) is decomposed using (EQ 5) and contracted into operations on single coordinates, and used to calculate .
(EQ 9)
(EQ 1)
The other four equations are found by setting and by insertion and reduction by the half angle formula,
, and . This derivation shows how to calculate the result giv-
The same approach is used for three dimensional equiareal transforms solving a system of ten equations with nine unknowns in (EQ 4) and (EQ 5),
(EQ 4)
.
(EQ 5)
The system appears to be over constrained, but can in fact be solved. The symbolic solution from
(EQ 6)
As is not specified, we assign it to be equal to one. 
volume rotation. There are no conflicts. Each line connects only two processors shown by the parallel nature of all of the lines. The object space processor bounding box is upright in the object space, and the forward warped version is also rotated in the screen space. The screen space processor bounding box is upright in the screen space and rotated in object space. Of course, all processors are both object space processors and screen space processors with . This is shown by those processors who interpolate for themselves, the processors in the interior where communications arcs are not drawn.
We have further qualified the transforms, , beyond our work in [35] that permutation warping can be used for. They are the equiareal transforms defined by (determinant).
Here we develop a solution for any 3D transform of this type. The processor assignment is calculated by the transform . This permutation transforms points , whose coordinates are a tuple of integers, to another point, whose coordinates are also integers. An integer coordinate field is mapped to another integer coordinate field, and the point when inversed by to is within 's neighborhood. Obviously and are closely related. The distances satisfy , , and , a working definition of a neighborhood.
is a concatenation of pure shear, translation, and round operators. Rounding is used to snap real values to integers. Shears are non angle preserving affine transforms. A pure shear is nonscaling and preserves distance. Any affine transform, , with is nonscaling, or equiaffine. This includes shears, rotations, and translations, that are all isometries. By allowing , reflections can also be calculated for equiareal transforms. An isometry is a one-to-one and onto transform that preserves distances.
Next, we derive some new results that further define and clarify permutation warping for two and three dimensional transforms. The general solution to a two dimensional equiareal transform is calculated by solving a system of five equations with three unknowns. The unknowns are the coefficients in the three pass shearing operation. The knowns are the components of the transform matrix . An equiareal transform by definition has
2.1) Calculating processor assignments
; the logical connection is shown by the dotted line in FIGURE 4.
2.2) Calculating reconstruction point ; the inverse transform is shown by a solid line and the point is shown as an asterisk (*).
2.3) Performing resampling of and , reading the values of and of its neighboring processors. The number of neighbors used determines the filter order. FIGURE 4 shows possible neighbors of as darkened cubes. 2.4) Sending resampled values to screen processors .
In
Step 3, a parallel product evaluation combines resampled intensities and opacities. Binary tree combining computes products for any associative (not necessarily commutative) opera- and use a better filter. While Schröder and Salem used a one to one assignment [27] to calculate multipass resampling, we are interested in calculating a direct one pass resampling. A permutation warp calculates given and a transform . To understand why we go through the extra work of calculating , FIGURE 13 shows communications taking place in parallel for a
numbers) are assigned sample points requiring processors where is typically voxels. Our algorithm consists of the following three steps (as introduced in FIGURE 2):
FIGURE 3
Permutation Warping Parallel Volume Rendering Algorithm
In
Step 1, processors classify and shade reading neighboring data as necessary.
In
Step 2, each processor resamples the opacities, , and intensities, , to be aligned with the view rays. If done in a straight forward fashion this would require many rounds of communication, but we have developed a permutation warp that requires only one communication [35] . We resample in the object space (OS) near where the points lie, and then send the resampled data to its screen space position. The challenge to doing this is using a rule, , to calculate processor assignments for the viewing transform. For arbitrary equiareal view transformations there is always a one-to-one mapping, and therefore no multipass resampling nor accumulated rounding errors.
FIGURE 4 illustrates the transforms calculated by a single processor . The object space and screen space are separated, the object space on the left and the screen space on the right. A processor does permutation warping by: 
and implemented. We have developed a superior approach, that does not use general communication, but uses a permutation of communication to solve the warping phase of the algorithm. Transparency_Volume_Render( , , ,
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3 }
FIGURE 2
Data Parallel Volume Rendering Algorithm Volume rendering is a trivial problem for parallelizing if multiple copies of the source volume are stored. But, this solution is very expensive for massive parallelism, as there must be a volume stored for each processor. It is also not clear how to scale to using more processors than there are rays. Other parallel approaches that use approximations to the algorithm, such as multipass shearing have been proposed, and implemented, with a degradation in the image quality, a three times increase in the amount of required storage, and restriction in the scalability. Even brute force techniques, that require general communication for volume redistribution have been tried The OS data consist of sample points. The SS data is rays of sample points or total points in SS. Resampling is used in nearly all raster graphics applications to map geometry and data to discrete pixel or ray positions. In volume rendering, there are literally volumes of resamples to be performed.
The final stage of the algorithm (CS) combines SS intensities and opacities, creating a two dimensional image . The intensities along view rays are attenuated by the transparency.
FIGURE 1 shows the line path for a view ray, and summation of transmitted intensities along is expressed as an integral. The transparency integral is (Step 3) in FIGURE 2, and simplified evaluation is known as image compositing [25] .
To understand our expression of the algorithm, some basic geometry review is required.
For each algorithm step, points lie in geometric spaces between which transforms are performed:
(Step 1) object space (OS) points , (
Step 2) three dimensional screen space (SS) points , and (
Step 3) two dimensional screen space ( ) points . A point transformed from is transformed as . The domain of points in each space is defined by bounding hulls , , and . Screen spaces are the geometric spaces in which the objects to be rendered to a computer graphics screen are defined, and bounding hulls are the definitions of the limits of these spaces. The first step (Step 1 of FIGURE 2) of the algorithm (PPS) classifies voxels to opacities , and calculates shading intensities, . The intensities are attenuated by the opacity.
Opacities define how opaque or how much light is blocked in each part of the volume. The shading intensity, or amount of light reflected, depends upon the particle light interaction. FIGURE 1 shows the light source directions used to calculate the illumination bouncing in the In this paper we present a data parallel volume rendering algorithm with numerous advantages over prior published solutions. Volume rendering is a three-dimensional graphics rendering algorithm that computes views of sampled medical and simulation data, but has been much slower than other graphics algorithms because of the data set sizes and the computational complexity.
Our algorithm uses permutation warping to achieve linear speedup (run time is for processors when for samples), linear storage ( ) for large data sets, arbitrary view directions, and high quality filters. We derived a new processor permutation assignment of five passes (our prior known solution was eight passes), and a new parallel compositing technique that is essential for scaling linearly on machines that have more processors than view rays to process ( ). We show a speedup of for a 16k processor over a 1k processor MasPar MP-1 ( is linear) and two frames/second with a volume and trilinear view reconstruction. In addition we demonstrate volume sizes of , constant run time over angles to degrees, filter quality comparisons, and communication congestion of just % to %. 
